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ABSTHACT

The influence of the cubic structure on the energy spectrum of direct

exciton is investigated, using the nev method suggested by Nguyen Van Hieu

and co-workers, Explicit expressions of the exciton energy levels IS, 2S

and ZP are derived. A comparison with the experiments end the other theory

is done for ZnSe,
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I. INTRODUCTION

Host of the cubic semiconductors have the upper valence band fourfold

degenerate at the extremum. Therefore the problem of the exciton spectra in

these crystals 1B not so readily solved. It has been studied in many

theoretical works {l]-[lO]. Recently, Nguyen Van Hieu and co-workers [10]

presented a new Binple method for calculating the exciton states in

semiconductors for the case, when the hole band Is parabolic. In this case

the hole masses do not depend on the direction in the momentum space, so one

could choose perturbative parameter to be proportional to the difference

between the heavy and light hole masses. In this work we study the exciton

energy spectrum, taking into account the contribution of the cubic structure

of crystals, using the method suggested in Ref. 10.

We shall use the unit system with il • c • 1,

II. PERTURBATION THEORY

We consider a direct band gap cubic semiconductor with an upper

valence band fourfold degenerate at the T point. In the neighbourhood of

thiB point the valence band is nearly decoupled into light and heavy-hole

bands, characterized by the different effective mass: heavy and light one.

In general the band structure of the upper valence band of cubic semiconductors

can be described by three parameters (for example, Luttinger parameter

Y , y , y or DresselhauB-Kip-Kittel A, B, C...). Following [10] ve ^

characterized the valence I*,, by the masses of the heavy and the light hole

(nijj and m^) along one of the cubic axes <100> . The third parameter is

taken to be the heavy hole mass m^. In the direction <111> . Then In our

treatment the perturbation parameter due to cubic structure B can be given

by:

with

ftlu

tl)

(2)

As shown in [10], if the heavy and light hole masses it,, BL are replaced by

the common value m j defined above^ then the SchrBdinger equation for the exciton

haB exact analytical solution with eigenvalues E,(0) and eigenvectors |̂__ >•
n



For the discrete energy states « ia the set of three quantum numbers
(11,1,111) while for those in the continuous energy spectrum v i s the
asymptotic relative DKnentum of the electron-hole pair!

'=-A

where
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me being the effective mass of the conduction electron, e. being the

background dielectric constant.

The full set H of quantum numbers of the exciton state consists of

the total momentum P, the electron spin projection u, the hole spin

± ~ for light hole, M « ± |- for heavy onej,projection M M

set v. He denote:

and the

(5)

In the manner of Bef.[10], it is easy to express the matrix element IL,_ of

the nonparabolic perturbation term H of the exciton Hamiltonian between

the unperturbed exciton state vectors in the form:

where
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^fy(p) Is the wave function in the momentum space of hydrogen-like system

with the reduced mass m .

In the spirit of Ref.[10] ve can separate the relative notion of the

electron-hole pair from the motion of its center of mass and write H^,_ in

the form

= »»•» * **'•«

H,UN (9)

vhere
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with o G(h fit) 0

F(f) 0 o (13)
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3", being the rajik i spherical tensors in the reference frame with

and

(16)

(17)

(18)

are the cubic corrections of the center^of-mass motion,

the relative motion and their mixed correction, respectively, to the exciton

Hajnlltonian.

From (10) and the formula (26) of Ref. [10], the total term of the

center-of-mass motion of the exciton Hamiltonian is given by:

(19)

where

0
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It is easy to diagonalize (19) to obtain the energy V? due to the

center-of-mass motion of the exciton:

_ + ill \

where

(22)

(23)

So the moving exciton ? i 0 splits into the "light" and "heavy" excitons with

the corresponding energy:
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The masses K, and H, of the light- and heavy exelton in the parabolic

approximation are given by [10]:

S,s * 0,tS4& ,

Similarly, for the 2S-exeiton:

(29)

(30)

The 2P-exciton can be described by the total angular momentum

- £t 5- and and its projection F on the quantiiation direction

(2T) . ± f. ± \ for F - f; - t \. t | for P - § and Tz

The cubic correction to the exciton maBses are
for F • — I. Using the second order perturbation theory we have obtained for

2P-exciton the following;

(28)

To study the correction* to the energies levels (25), (26) due to the

terms H ^ and Ĥ tjj we can use the perturbation theory. The calculations

are quite similar to those for the case of the spherical approximation [10]

and vill not be developed in the following.

III. FIHE STRUCTURE OF EXCITOB AT BEST

For the exciton at rest (* » 0) only the term H_._ gives the
lf'N

contribution to the exciton energy. For the IS exciton the second order

correction due to this term equals:

(31)



From (31) ve can see that because of the energy splitting of the

exciton level with F - ~ into tvo sublevele ve have four auMevela of the

2P-exelton energy instead of three obtained in the parabolic model.

IV. FINE STRUCTURE OF MOVING EXCITON

Taking into account the cubic correction term H_tN

the energy of the light and heavy IS exeiton the following

we have obtained for

2L
(32)

E(? • 0, IS) being the binding energy

(33)

The binding energy in the spherical model is given by formula (59) in [lO]i

an<i Muos r e S P * c t i v e l y a r e t h e effective masses of the light and heavy
exeiton:

I

M. .„ M,'us

*»'3 Mm *M'*'S (35)

vhere Mf 1 B and M* „ are the exciton maBBea in the spherical model and

given by formula (60) in [10]

3

The total cubic corrections A M ^ and

and HK,^ terms are given by

(36)

resulting from the

/

(37)

Similarly for the 25-exciton we have obtained:

= E(?=*,*$) - JL
.*
V5

= f +
(38)

E»g ia given by (3U) and AE (P •> 0, 2S) by (30).

Note that as in the spherical model the effective masses of the

exciton IS and 2S are still equal, but due to the cubic structure they

depend on the momentum direction.

For the 2P exciton the analogous calculations shoved that its energy

splits into six levels:
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V. HUMERICAL RESULTS FOR ZnSe

We illustrate the above results by calculating numerical values for

the case of ZnSe. The following parameters are used:

me - 0.17; mL<100> - 0,2; a)|<100> - 0,65; «H<111> - 1.09.

(All masses are in units of the free electron nasB.) The exciton masses in

the principal directions <100> and <111> are given in Table 1, The

binding energies of the 2P-exeiton axe given in Table 2, where ell energies

are given in neV.

Prom Tables 1 and 2 it Is obvious that the agreement vith the

experimental data is quite good. The above results show that the accuracy of

the method presented in [10] and applied here is the sane &B that of the

previously used variations! [9] and perturbation approaches [3].
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The spherical exciton masses fL and (L are given by (2T).

We give the scheme of the energy splitting of the 2P exclton in

Fig. 1.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

Table 1 The exciton masses for ZnSe.

Table 2 The binding energies of the 2P-exciton. The first line gives

the experimental result of Sondergeld, the second and third ones

give the result in the variation and perturbation theory,

respectively. The last line gives the result in our work.

TABLE 1

M^llO

v u o >

Exp.[8]

1.11 ± 0,10

0,38 ± 0,05

1,95 ± 0,10

0,37 t 0,05

Theory[8]

0,87

0,U2

1,0

0,U

TheoryflO]

0,58

0,39

0.79

0,33

This work

0,72

0,51

0,7U

o,l»3

TABLE 2

Exp.[8]

Theory[8]

Theory[3l

This work

^,19

li,20

It.05

U.lU

5,9

5,92

5.T3

5.62

•apH'V*!'*!]
i»,eo
1»,76

U.57

1..72

E 2 P H ' F Z = ± | ]

5,15
5,10
lt.89
U.89
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Ftg, 1 The Bcheme of eplltting of 2P-exclton energy
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